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8/15/97 
Dear Dennis, 

Hour 8/12, lot us wait another week before you go to the trouble of another 

printout of tlipse Inside chapters for the doctor. loo rush and maybe it will got 

here. 

Seery the rest is trouble for you. 

If you have not yet heard poem Gerry, he will be making a disk of Bogue for 

you. I miscounted how many I'd need. 

Derry, of course, that than has such problems. 

diebling at a separate disk can be useful if that is not too much trouble. 

If yeu can make them or have them made, please let me pay for them. Jerry has a 

xerox. Dave would like one, I believe, as would Bill Ileichter and a Bill you 

  

  

may not have had any association withjox He bas been wonderful. Bill hills hao 

a high quality security service in Hughson, CA, a rural area where theye is no 

hose mail deltery. His PO Box is1119 and the zip ill ;5326. He has a friend who 

is starting a xeroxing business and they have been providing me with copies of 

WW and 0 in NO. Dill has done me many other favors. That is 1119. And I think 

that Berry should read it. 

I've not heard from the law school dean or from tlarwell to both of whom I 
sent full copies of Bogus and thu exhibits. I'll be.:riting the dean soon. itt has 
been throe weeks. 

An 1111.3 release today puffs them up for accepting a duplicate of the AP wire 

copy for the period of the assassination. The release makes mention of l'aughn 

header but not of thu Dallas doctors' press conference at which they three times 

said the President 's neck wound was from the front. 

I understand tha%/rmit Hall Ja-J a candidate Jo replace the (3U  president 
who resigned to go to Brown. So lie had a point in seeking and getting attention. 

I hope that before long Jerry can get disks made of the second epilogue to 

Waketh. he has the one disk have for that purpose. The uncorrected errors in 
it ought not be any real problem. 2e paid me the high compliment of saying that 
44 some of it, on the media, is Svriftian. That is high praise! 

Tanks for yuur hood wishes. nest to you all, 
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August 12, 1997 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21702 

Dear Harold: 

Just a note in response to your last couple of letters. Sorry for the delay — I was away for a few days. 

I have been trying to sort out the problems you refer to. First, the mystery of the missing originals of the 
Riebling. I looked in what I have and indeed have the originals for all but two of those. I believe that 
Ethan has one of those that I do not have, possibly both. The untitled chapter is one that I do not recall 
seeing, but hopefully, it will turn up. I have been trying to contact Ethan, so far without success. I expect 
that I will succeed in the next few days. I will meet with Jamie next Monday and will find out what she 
still has. She told me that she had one chapter that was not yet done. She was at work and did not have it 
with her, but believed that it was an unnumbered chapter. Chapter 33 is still with Ethan as far as I know. 

Ethan, I'm told by others in the department, had a difficult time last semester. He is the best student I 
have ever taught and a very fine person. Unfortunately, he is plagued with serious mental health 
problems which cause him great difficulties. 

I will take care of separating out the Riebling from the rest of Inside as soon as 1 get all eight chapters 
back in my possession. 

Sorry to hear that you have not been well. Regards to Lil. 

I'll be in touch next week. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis 

P.S. If you do not receive the printout of the first part of Inside in the next few days, let me know. I will 
print another copy and mail it out. 


